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MAGNETOTELLURICS AND AIRBORNE ELECTROMAGNETICS AS A 
COMBINED METHOD FOR ASSESSING BASIN STRUCTURE AND 
GEOMETRY. 

MT & AEM AS A COMBINED EXPLORATION METHOD 

ABSTRACT 

Unconformity-type uranium deposits are characterised by high-grade and constitute 
over a third of the world’s uranium resources.  The Cariewerloo Basin, South Australia, 
is a region of high prospectivity for unconformity-related uranium as it contains many 
similarities to an Athabasca-style unconformity deposit. These include features such as 
Mesoproterozoic red-bed sediments, Paleoproterozoic reduced crystalline basement 
enriched in uranium (~15-20 ppm) and reactivated basement faults.  An airborne 
electromagnetic (AEM) survey was flown in 2010 using the Fugro TEMPEST system to 
delineate the unconformity surface at the base of the Pandurra Formation.  However 
highly conductive regolith attenuated the signal in the northern and eastern regions, 
requiring application of deeper geophysical methods.  In 2012 a magnetotelluric (MT) 
survey was conducted along a 110 km transect of the north-south trending AEM line. 
The MT data was collected at 29 stations and successfully imaged the depth to 
basement, furthermore providing evidence for deeper fluid pathways.  The AEM data 
were integrated into the regularisation mesh as a-priori information generating an AEM 
constrained resistivty model and also correcting for static shift.  The AEM constrained 
resistivity model best resolved resistive structures, allowing strong contrast with 
conductive zones. There was not enough resolution in the MT models to establish the 
presence of uranium mineralisation. 
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Figure 1 Geological, gravity and magnetic (TMI) maps of the Cariewerloo Basin, South Australia, 
overlain with AEM survey line 700201 (black line), 29 MT stations (red stars), drill holes within a 
13km radius of the AEM line (blue dots).  The MT survey line consists of 29 broadband MT 
stations recording at 1000 Hz for two days.  Inset: Map of Australia showing the map extent in red.
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Figure 3 Stratigraphic column of the Cariewerloo Basin adapted from Cowley (1991).  Archaean to 
Paleoproterozoic Gawler Craton is overlain by uranium enriched Gawler Range Volcanics and the 
intrusive equivalent Hiltaba Suite granites, which is unconformably overlain by the Pandurra 
Formation, a medium-coarse grained sandstone.  This is overlain by Adelaidean Sequences 
including the Tapley Hill Formation, Whyalla Sandstone, and other Quaternary sediments. 6 

Figure 2 Schematic diagram of an unconformity related uranium deposit adapted from Tuncer et 
al. (2006).  There are two types of unconformity deposits; egress (right) and ingress (left). Egress-
type deposits are formed when reduced basement fluids flow into the sandstone reacting with 
oxidised fluids.  Ingress-type deposits are formed when oxidised basinal fluids flown along faults 
into the basement, reacting with reduced basement lithologies.  Ingress-type deposits are smaller 
than Egress-type, but both generally show mineralisation surrounded by a silicified cap with clay 
alteration.          9 

Figure 4 Phase Tensor Pseudosection of the Cariewerloo Basin, South Australia.  The phase tensor 
is not susceptible to galvanic distortion so provides a robust estimation of the dimensionality.  The 
shape of the ellipse indicates the dimensionality, the direction of elongation point in the direction of 
current flow with a 90˚ ambiguity.  The phase tensor pseudosection of the Cariewerloo Basin can be 
divided into three broad regions; A is a region of short periods (shallow depths) which generally 
have circular ellipses with very little skew indicating this region is mostly 1D; B is a region showing 
elongated ellipses, pointing in a northwest – southeast direction indicating 2D or 3D body; C shows 
a region of circular and moderately circular ellipses, indicating the deepest region is predominately 
2D or 3D region.          21 

Figure 5 Apparent Resistivity and Phase Pseudosection of the MT data for the Cariewerloo Basin 
with a defined strike direction of 135˚N.  TE mode is most sensitive to along strike conductors 
where as TM a mode is most sensitive to along strike resistors.  The general trend shows conductive 
region at shallow periods which becomes more resistive at longer periods.  Two vertical anomalies 
can be observed under stations under CB10 and CB21 which are inferred to be faults. 22 

Figure 7 Sample data curves of TE and TM mode data plotted with the inversion response for 
stations CB03, CB07, CB18 and CB28.  The blue line represents the line of best fit for the best TE 
mode (Obsxy), red line for the TM mode (Obsyx); and for the OCCAM modelled data, the green line 
is the TE mode (Modxy), and pink is the TM mode (Modxy).  The RMS misfit is listed beside the 
station name.  Overall data fit is good, with the modelled responses following very similar trends 
and values to the observed data, except at very long periods where the modelled TM mode shows 
more variation to the observed TM mode.       23 

Figure 6 The unconstrained MT model, a 2D inversion model using OCCAM, with apparent 
resistivity and phase errors floor of 10% and 5% respectively for the TM mode and 50% and 5% 
for TE mode.  The top figure has a vertical exaggeration of 40 and shows a conductive surface 
layer, Cs1, resistive layers R1 and R2 and conductive layers Cu1 and Cu2 overlying a significantly 
resistive basement.  The bottom figure has a vertical exaggeration of 2 showing a significantly 
resistive anomaly, Rx which is bordered by a conductive fluid, Cf.  Another conductive region Cx 
underlies the stations in the north.       31 

Figure 8 The AEM constrained MT model, a 2D OCCAM (MT) model using the AEM resistivity 
values as a-priori information with a tau value of 1 to a depth of 500 m with respective apparent 
resistivity and phase error floors of 10% and 5% for TM mode and 50% and 5% for TE mode.  
RMS misfit value of 2.5 and roughness value of 169     32 
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Figure 9 Apparent Resistivity and Phase sounding curves for AEM (blue line) and two MT modes, 
TE (red square) and TM mode (blue dot). Four stations are shown; CB03 shows vertical offset of 
the apparent resistivity, not requiring static shift corrections, CB09 shows MT apparent resistivity 
curves lower than the AEM requiring an upwards shift (typical of resistive surface areas); CB12 
shows a split TE and TM mode. 33 

Figure 10 A graph plotting the scaling factor the apparent resistivity in the TE mode (blue) and TM 
mode (red) were scaled by (y-axis) against the site number (x-axis).  Positive scaling factors indicate 
an upward shift, increasing the apparent resistivity, typical on conductive surface layers.  Negative 
scaling factors indicate a downward shift decreasing the apparent resistivity that is typical of 
resistive surface layers.  There is no clear correlation with one mode being more susceptible to 
static shift. 34 

Figure 11 The AEM static shift corrected MT model, a 2D inversion model using OCCAM2D with 
respective apparent resistivity and phase error floors of 10% and 5% for TM mode and 50% and 
5% for TE mode.  RMS misfit value of 2.08and roughness value of 445 35 

Figure 12 A geological interpretation overlain onto the AEM constrained MT model which uses the 
AEM as a-priori information.  The shallow interpretation consists of conductive layer, Qs, which 
are the Quaternary sediments and Adelaidean Sequences which contain high amounts of salt.  Pf is 
the Pandurra formation which is resistive sandstone, GrV are the resistive Gawler Range Volcanics 
and also includes deeper crystalline basement.  Rx is an anomalous resistive body and Cf and Cx 
are regions of lower resistivity thought to be palaeo fluid paths. Two thrust faults are observed, F1 
and F2, which offset layers Cs1 and Pf.  The unconformity surface is highlighted by the dashed line.
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